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B EING CONNECTED
Direct Line
Showing
Respect
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Genuine Admiration

"As for the Alter Rebbe, both hiskashrus and
learning from the Rebbe's ways weren't enough;
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Continued Connection
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Lego, Clicks and Magna Tiles
Can children play with building toys on Shabbos?
 Halacha rules that if one builds or fixes a firm vessel he
transgresses the prohibition of binyan, and if he demolishes
it he transgresses stirah. However, building or demolishing a
flimsy structure is only a melacha when it is attached to the
ground and not a movable vessel.1
 Poskim list three levels in fastening parts of a pre-existing
vessels (kli shel prokim):2
1.

2.

3.

Chazak: a strong connection that cannot be easily separated
(e.g. tightening the leg of a chair, snapping together Ikea
furniture) is prohibited min haTorah. Some poskim add that
it must also be skilled work, and this seems to be the Alter
Rebbe's stance as well.3
Hiduk Yafeh: fastening two parts that can be easily separated
(e.g. inserting a broomstick back into a broom or closing a
salt shaker) is prohibited midrabanan out of concern that
one may connect them in a very tight manner.4
Rafeh: a loose connection is permissible on Shabbos.5

 The Mishna states that one may screw the lid on or off a vessel on
Shabbos. Poskim explain that although the lid is well attached,
it is not considered a melacha since it is meant to open and
close regularly. The Alter Rebbe delineates three categories: (1)
Made to be opened during Shabbos itself – permissible to open
and close. (2) Is shut for more than a day but less than a week –
prohibited midrabanan. (2) Is shut for over a week – prohibited
min hatorah.6
 Contemporary poskim apply these two considerations to toys,
namely: (a) how strong is the connection, (b) how long the parts
of the toy are normally kept together. (Building a toy house or
parking lot may pose another problem of making an ohel arai,
temporary structure, which is prohibited.7)
In practice:
 Lego – are not so firmly attached and may be used so long as
one intends to disassemble them on Shabbos after use, but not
if one intends to leave them built.8
 Clicks – are firmly connected, but do not require much skill.
Following the Alter Rebbe they may be connected on Shabbos
provided that one intends to dismantle them on Shabbos.9
 Magna Tiles – are permissible since they are loosely connected
and are usually disassembled after use.
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Rebbetzin Menucha Rochel
Rebbetzin Menucha Rochel, the daughter of the
Mitteler Rebbe, was born on Yud Tes Kislev תקנ"ט
(1798), the day that the Alter Rebbe was freed from
prison. She married Reb Yaakov Kuli Slonim and later
moved to Chevron in Eretz Yisroel. She was a saintly
woman to whom many mofsim are attributed, and many
people came to her home to seek her blessing and advice. She passed away
of the 24th of Shvat ( תרמ"ח1888) and is buried in Chevron.
  

While preparing to travel to Eretz Yisroel, Rebbetzin Menucha Rochel
went to the Tzemach Tzedek and expressed her fear of travel, being that it
was then winter and she would perhaps fall sick from the rain. The Rebbe
replied, “No worries! You will travel between the rain drops!” For the rest of
her life, not a drop of rain ever fell on her!
They began their journey from Lubavitch, traveling to Shklov, where
they changed wagons which would take them further. Upon his return to
Lubavitch, the wagon driver, who had been hired for the first leg of the
journey, told everyone about his wonderful trip from Lubavitch to Shklov:
Not one drop of rain had fallen on his wagon! Unfortunately, he had not
been so lucky on his return trip, when he was buried with rain and mud.
(This wagon driver would always pride himself with this story. The Rebbe
Maharash once told him, “Listen, the goy who drove the Baal Shem Tov was
also part of the kefitzas haderech, yet he still remained the same goy…”)
  

During this time period, there was a group of bandits in Chevron called
“The Black Hand,” who would break into Yiddishe homes, robbing and
plundering, cursing and threatening all the while. This carried on, until
one day the group leader’s wife was having difficulty giving birth and both
she and the baby where in grave danger. Having no other choice, the chief
bandit sent a message to the home of Rebbetzin Menucha Rochel pleading
for a blessing. She returned with a message that if he would cease his
wicked activities against the Yidden, everything would be alright. The goy
swore that he would stop and hurried home, where he thankfully found out
that his wife had given birth. The Yidden of Chevron were thus able to live
without fear.

A MOMENT WITH THE REBBE
Speak to Yourself
Rabbi Tzvi Hirsh Weinreb, Executive Vice President
Emeritus of the OU, related:
During the winter of 5731 (1971), I was torn with an inner turmoil
regarding my career, community service and Torah learning. I was also in
a dilemma about my children’s schooling, and in addition some questions
of emunah bothered me.
A Lubavitcher friend suggested that I consult the Rebbe. Although I had
attended farbrengens, I never had a relationship with the Rebbe. Still, I
placed the call to the Rebbe’s secretariat.
When the secretary answered the phone, I heard the Rebbe in the
background asking, “Who’s calling?” I replied “A Yid from Maryland,” and
said that I was at a very uncertain stage in my life and needed direction.

לעילוי נשמת
הרה"ח ר' אברהם דוד בהרה"ח משה יהודה ע"ה
לכבוד היאהרצייט ה' תמוז תשס"ג
נדבת משפחת ווילהלם שיחיו

Then I heard the Rebbe say in the background, “Tell him that there is a Yid
in Maryland that he can speak to. His name is Weinreb.” I couldn’t believe
my ears. I was certain that I hadn’t said my name…
The secretary repeated the Rebbe’s words to me, so I replied, “But my
name is Weinreb!” Then I heard the Rebbe say, “He should know that
sometimes one needs to speak to himself…”

